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Iowa State, constantly seeking to increase its
worldwide presence, will put this sentiment into
practice with a two-week delegation to India.
This delegation, which departed last Friday,
“comes from the governor’s office working with the Board of Regents. Gov. [Terry]
Branstad is planning to lead a larger delegation to India in September,” said
Rob Schweers, director of
communications for the
Office of the Senior Vice
President and the Provost.
The trip is sponsored by
the Alliance for U.S.-India
Business, a group that
has been “very supportive in their
representatives and
2013
people from Iowa who
have been instrumental
in making this happen,”
Schweers said.
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University of Iowa, Iowa State University
and the University of Northern Iowa]; some
other schools; some business leaders; and
people with knowledge of higher education in
India,” Schweers said.
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Group of Iowans
share knowledge
Fifteen to 20 delegates, primarily from
educational institutions, from the state of
Iowa comprise the delegation to India.
Three of these delegates are from Iowa
State, which include Provost Jonathan
Wickert; Mufit Akinc, dean of the College
of Engineering; and Wendy Wintersteen,
dean of the College of Agriculture and Life
Sciences..
The delegation will make stops in the
cities of Bangalore, Pune, Delhi, and
Gurgaon.
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Gut-wrenching
pain.
Vomiting. An extended stay in
the nearest restroom facility.
Those who have experienced or witnessed the mindnumbing, body crippling effects of gastroenteritis, which
is more commonly known as
the stomach flu, know there
is no simple cure other than to
endure and wait the bug out.
However, this disease may
be about to meet its match.
Led by ISU College of
Veterinary Medicines faculty,
a team of researchers from
the University of Ohio State
and University of Tennessee
work together on a project
that will formulate preventative measures and strategies
to combat one of the main instigators behind food-borne
illnesses, a bacteria called
Campylobacter.
“[Campylobacter] casues
800,000 food-borne [illnesses] in the United States alone,”

Photo: Suhaib Tawil/Iowa State
Daily
Dr. Orhan Sahin helps his
assistant Friday at the
Veterinary Diagnostic
Laboratory. Sahin is figuring
out how vaccinating
chickens might help humans.

said Qijing Zhang, associate dean in the ISU College
of Veterinary Medicine and
leading project director.
The team recently received a $2.5 million grant
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Police Blotter:

Ames, ISU Police
Departments

The information in the log comes from the ISU and City of Ames police departments’ records.
All those accused of violating the law are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.

Jan. 29

Jan. 31

Officers responded to a report
of a visitor who had been in
the facility for a number of
hours at Veterinary Medicine.
The individual was identified
and asked to leave the area
(reported at 1:04 a.m.).

A vehicle that left the scene
struck a car driven by Terry
Engleman at Welch Road
(reported at 2:11 a.m.).

An individual reported damage to two parked vehicles
at Ames Intermodal Facility
(reported at 9:15 a.m.).
An officer investigated a property damage collision involving
two delivery vehicles at Friley
Food Dock (reported at 11:05
a.m.).
Bryce Uitermarkt, 21, 228
Gray Ave., was arrested and
charged with driving while
violating ignition interlock
requirements at Beach Avenue
and Sunset Drive. He was subsequently released on citation
(reported at 6:58 p.m.).
An individual reported the
theft of a laptop computer at
Parks Library (reported at 10:11
p.m.).
A body specimen was
requested from a driver who
was suspected of operating
while intoxicated at Hayward
Avenue and Mortensen
Parkway (reported at 11:05
p.m.).

Jan. 30
A vehicle driven by Jeffery
Zimmerman collided with a
fence at South 16th Street and
University Boulevard (reported
at 6:31 a.m.).
Vehicles driven by Jacquelyn
King and Tyler Walters were
involved in a property damage
collision at Bissell Road and
Pammel Drive (reported at
7:39 a.m.).
Vehicles driven by Makaela
Jimmerson and Ashley
Christensen were involved in
a property damage collision
at Osborn Drive and Wallace
Road (reported at 7:56 a.m.).
An officer investigated a property damage collision involving
two delivery vans at Lot 61D
(reported at 8:35 a.m.).
An individual reported being
harassed by an acquaintance
at Martin Hall (reported at 9:31
p.m.).

An individual reported receiving harassing communications
at the Armory (reported at
8:35 a.m.).
Officers assisted an individual
who was experiencing emotional difficulties at the Armory
(reported at 10:45 a.m.).
Vehicles driven by Kimberly
Stearns and Jonathan
Macken were involved in a
property damage collision
at the 3700 block of 520th
Avenue (reported at 11:34
a.m.).
A vehicle driven by Talal Adam
collided with a fence at S. 16th
Street and Riverside Drive
(reported at 4:06 p.m.).
Vehicles driven by Jamie
Haugen and Mary Vannoy
were involved in a property
damage collision at Bruner
Drive and Stange Road (reported at 5:23 p.m.).
Dylan Reinke, 19, 4273 Welch
Hall, was arrested on a warrant held by the Story County
Sheriff’s Office at Welch
Hall. He was charged with
possession of a controlled
substance and possession of
drug paraphernalia, reference
an investigation that was initiated by ISU Police on Jan. 26
(reported at 6:41 p.m.).

Feb. 1
A body specimen was
requested from a driver who
was suspected of operating
while intoxicated at Knapp
Street and Sheldon Avenue
(reported at 2:22 a.m.).
Devin Cummins, 22, 2709
Lincoln Way, Unit 306, was arrested and charged with public
intoxication at Union Drive and
Welch Road (reported at 3:30
a.m.).
Vehicles driven by Jesus
Zaldarriaga and Kimberly
Zarecor were involved in a
property damage collision at
Lot 25 (reported at 9:57 a.m.).
A fire alarm was activated due
to the unauthorized discharge
of a fire extinguisher at Wilson
Hall (reported at 7:59 p.m.).

>>TRAVEL.p1
business leaders and just exploring what avenues for different partnerships might be
there,” Schweers said.
An example of a goal is to
look for opportunities to provide online education for international students, particularly on the master’s level, in
our agricultural engineering
programs.
Other similar opportunities also exist, such as traditional foreign exchange
programs, as well as dual-undergraduate and dual-graduate programs.
Dual programs allow students to complete a portion,
typically about two or three

years, of their degrees at an
eligible university in their native countries. The students
then complete their degrees at
Iowa State.
The availability and further exposure of these programs to Indian students
would increase the current
Indian student population,
which Schweers said currently stands at about 400.
The attraction of Indian
students would also assist in
the current push to grow the
university’s enrollment, especially within the graduate
college.
“This is not the only thing
the university is trying to do
to meet that goal, but it is one
thing that will certainly help,”

>>CHICKENS.p1
from U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
National Institute of Food and Agriculture.
Over the next five years, the project
team will develop strategies to reduce
campylobacter infection in chickens,
Zhang said.
The end-all goal is to create a safer supply of chickens for human consumption
and healthier animals.
Dr. Orhan Sahin, ISU research assistant professor in the Department of
Veterinary Microbiology and Preventive
Medicine, said ISU researchers are trying to identify the management factors on

>>HERO.p1
prove and show what type of a
leader she truly was.
On Oct. 21, 2012, Donato
showed her true colors as a
leader when she was involved
in a car accident approximately an hour and a half back to
Ames from her hometown of
Champlin, Minn, in her mother’s 2010 Toyota Corolla at 1
p.m.
“Driving down I-35, I was in
the left lane and this car was in
the right lane. ... I was about to
pass him and his left back tire
flew off, hit my windshield and
it cracked,” Donato said. “So I
slammed on my brakes, and he

KARAOKE

TUESDAY

farms and meat processing plants to promote proper biosecurity safety measures.
“We are going to test each step in commercial environments to see which steps
are increasing the chances of [chicken]
carcasses being contaminated with this
organism,” Sahin said.
The bacteria has a major animal reservoir, which are animal hosts, Zhang said.
Campylobacter is so common that a lot of
chicken farms have it.
Similar to vaccinations for humans to
prevent influenza, Sahin said vaccinating chickens gives them more protection
against Campylobacter infection.
“We are trying to reduce the infection

turned and I ran right into him
and we went off into the ditch.”
Donato said it took her
about three to four minutes to
collect her bearings. Her airbags had not gone off, causing
her head to slam into the steering wheel, leaving her with a
concussion.
She went to the other driver
to check if he was OK. Seeing
the driver was unresponsive,
Donato acted quickly, crawling
in through the passenger side
to kick the driver’s side door
open.
“The door opened just
enough where I could pull him
out,” Donato said. “I got him
out, laid him out on the ground
and called 911 and started
CPR.”
Donato performed CPR
until police were able to get to
the scene. The emergency personnel who assessed the scene
credited Donato’s quick reaction with saving the man’s life.
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wheel her back in a little bit, say
‘alright, get healthy a little bit,
then you can come back and
compete.’”
A far cry from the freshman
who failed her first physical
training test, Donato scored
a 330 out of 300 on her most
recent test. Smith said the test
operates on a graduated point
scale so if a cadet maxes out
on each event, it is possible to
score above the max.
“So this little girl at the
beginning, that I thought was
never going to make it,” Smith
said. “She showed tremendous
heart.”
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Although Akinc was unavailable to comment for the
College of Engineering, there
are plenty of opportunities
for mutual benefits between
India and Iowa State on an engineering front.
Wickert will also serve, in
some regards, as a conduit for
the otherwise non-represented colleges at Iowa State.
Details for the larger trip
headed by Branstad this
September are relatively
sparse.
These details will largely
be predicated on the basis of
February’s trip and also will
“depend on the types of things
that industry and universities
in India might want to partner
with us on,” Schweers said.

level on the chicken farm and processing
plants,” Sahin said. “It’s really challenging
because chickens never get sick or show
symptoms of the bacteria infection.”
While the researchers develop strategies and management plans, consumers
can take some simple steps for food safety
in the kitchen to prevent infection.
“It’s very common to find the bacteria
in chicken bought from supermarkets and
local grocery stores,” Zhang said.
Cross contamination during food
preparation means it’s important to properly cook raw chicken and wash off utensils used during the process before preparing something like a salad, Sahin said.

Donato credited ROTC
first-aid and CPR training as
the reason behind her quick
thinking. She attributed stubbornness as her reason for refusing to visit the emergency
room that day.
However, she was eventually persuaded when her
comrades saw the concussion
was affecting her training for
the upcoming Brigade Ranger
Challenge competition, held
Nov. 2.
Smith said he had only
heard a brief summary of
Donato’s accident and was not
aware she had a concussion
until she was in physical training the next day.
“She goes to [physical training] and starts feeling dizzy,
is light headed and nauseous.
We end up sending her to the
doctor and she has a severe
concussion. I mean, she just
has this ‘no-quit, I don’t want
to get help,’ attitude. We had to
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Schweers said.
The College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences “has, for
many years, had active collaborations with top agricultural
universities in India, including Bangalore Agricultural
University,” Wintersteen said.
Wintersteen believes even
further collaboration can be
attained in what is an already
beneficial partnership with
India.
“With this trip, we will be
interested in exploring any
new opportunities and to
discuss together with Indian
officials how education and
research are key to addressing
major challenges and enhancing economic development,”
Wintersteen said.
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Campustown

24/7 caffeine available soon
Dunkin’ Donuts’ owner announces
new store will be open at all hours

By Alexander.Furman
@iowastatedaily.com
That’s right, Dunkin’ Donuts on the corner of Sheldon and
Lincoln Way has stated they’ll be open 24/7.
The franchise, owned by Jeff Kelderman, is scheduled to open
its doors on Feb. 20.
Although there have been some construction problems,
Supervisor Daniel Sexton is confident they can open on time.
“It’s an old building; [there are] a lot of small things that come
with an old building. We’ve worked through it. We still plan on
opening the 20th.”
Pushing past the troubles of opening a business, the shop is
scheduled to start training for employees on Thursday. Having a
24/7 business will also bring in dozens of jobs to the Campustown
community.
Sexton stated that they will be training approximately 80 employees and 20 shift managers.
Students are excited to hear about the arrival of the donut
chain.
“I think it’s really cool that it’s opening and that it’s right off of
campus. So, it’s close. I love Dunkin’ Donuts, and I’m so happy that
there is going to be a place where I can go get a donut,” sophomore
Gina Boffa said.
She said that she gets coffee multiple times a week, but that’s
not the main reason she’ll be checking out the store.
“I don’t drink coffee every day, but I drink it at least a couple
times a week. I love donuts, but I try not to eat too many. But there
will definitely be times where I am craving donuts,” Boffa said. “I
like breakfast sandwiches. So I’ll probably go to Dunkin’ Donuts
on the weekends for a breakfast sandwich.”
Managers at the new store also explained that they plan on
having an edge over competitors like McDonald’s and Starbucks
because the atmosphere will complement students if they would

want to come in and study during the
week and weekend.
Currently, the new Dunkin’
Donuts does not have its own website, but the Facebook page has
just been created. Promotions
and deals for students have not
yet been discussed with franchise owner Kelderman, but
they plan on having them
eventually.
With a lot of businesses
coming into the city of Ames,
there are lots of opportunities to support fundraising
and helping with charitable
donations. Store managers
said that currently they are
scheduled to work with the
Boys and Girls Club located just
off of Duff as well as the Ames
High School.
Kelderman has scheduled to
build seven new stores after the
one in Campustown by 2016.
The next store to open will be
in Ankeny, and planners are unsure
yet when the store in Marshalltown
will open.
Sexton said that they hope to open a store on Duff one
day, but it is unclear how far down the road that is.

Courtesy
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Expansion

Alpha Copies prepares to relocate to West Ames
Local store expands
to new location,
offers fresh features
By Alexander.Furman
@iowastatedaily.com

Photo: Nikki Brate/Iowa State Daily
Alpha Copies owners Becky and John Crawford prepare paperwork for their business. The store is moving from its
old location in Campustown to a new location at 3615 Lincoln Way. The new location will open this Friday.

Photo: Nikki Brate/Iowa State Daily
Alpha Copies president and owner John Crawford surveys the renovation of his business’ new location on
Monday. The new location will feature a conference room, more spacious computer stations and a fourth copy lane.

Waving in the icy winds of west
Ames, students can see the banners
for Alpha Copies’ new store.
After almost eight years doing
business in Campustown, owner
John Crawford stated that the lease
was up, and they were looking for a
nicer building.
“We looked at places like T Galaxy
and this one, and this was the most
logical choice,” Crawford said.
Another big reason for the move
was square footage. The old store
across the street from the Memorial
Union was 2,400 square feet while
the new store is 4,800.
“When I went there, it did feel a
little cramped,” senior Joe Couillard
said. “But, [it was] not enough that it
would bother me.”
When Couillard visited the store,
he was by himself, not in a group.
Crawford plans to make the new location more group friendly.
With all this extra room, Crawford
plans to incorporate a few, new features to bring in new customers.
Differences in the shops include
introducing a fourth copy lane compared to the cramped three at the old
store, six-foot cubicles with computers instead of the current four-foot
cubicles, and a new area for hanging
more apparel.
One of the new features that
Crawford is excited about includes
the use of a conference room towards
the back of the store.
“We’re going to offer it like a hotel.
[It will be] where you just check and
see if the inventory is available. Use
it. Just slot your name in. When it’s
done, it’s done,” Crawford said.
Alpha Copies prides itself on
being able to support group activities, and the owner wants to support
that cooperative atmosphere. The
conference room can fit 15 people
comfortably.
Another feature with the conference room new to Alpha Copies is
interactive, self-serve screen print-

Alpha Copies’
new services
Features included in store:
■■ Dedicated parking for customers
■■ More spacious six-foot computer
stations
■■ New apparel section for ISU gear
■■ A “Made in Iowa” section for locally produced products
■■ Screen printing

ing. Crawford reported they can do
the screen printing for a fee for you,
or you can learn how to do it yourself.
They will not only offer a discount,
but they will teach you how to operate
the machine as well.
“We’ll give you the conference
room if you want to wheel it in here
and have some privacy during your
time. It should turn out really good,”
Crawford said.
Once football season hits,
Crawford would also like to take advantage of all the new space available
outside of the store as well.
“We’ll do our own tailgate and
put up a tent. [We will also] put boxes of apparel out there,” Crawford
explained.
For now, there won’t be any big
promotions or events happening
according to the owner. The colder
months aren’t very good for trying to
sell apparel, so the shop has projected
to have its ribbon cutting and featuring of ISU apparel sometime after
Spring Break.
“We’re not going to do a grand
opening right away; we’re going to
do that a little bit later once we get
our feet under us in our new location. We’re hoping to open up a pretty
tight technology turnaround time,”
Crawford stated.
“We’ll do the offerings probably
in the warmer months around Spring
Break and do a ribbon cutting. We’ll
also do an offering of Iowa State apparel; we’re in the middle of trying to
figure out the branding of that.”
The new store will be located at
3615 Lincoln Way, across the street
from West Hy-Vee. The old store will
be closing Thursday, and the new
one will open the next day, Friday
morning.
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Finance

Editorial:

FAFSA not
an accurate
determiner
Out of all the complicated forms a
student can expect to fill out, the Free
Application for Federal Student Aid,
or FAFSA, surely ranks among the
most arduous of paper journeys upon
which a student will have to embark.
And with the recent arrival in our
AccessPlus personal messages, we
have been reminded that the deadline
to file a FAFSA looms dead ahead.
Within the next few weeks, we will
all have to sit down with our parents
(if dependent) or our lonely selves
(if independent) and spend perhaps
hours poring over financial documents.
Although you may very well have
suppressed the memory of such an
event, try to recall its crux: that magic
number called an Estimated Family
Contribution (EFC). The linchpin of
the FAFSA experience, colleges use the
EFC “to calculate the amount of federal
student aid you are eligible to receive.”
Although it allegedly measures
“your family’s financial strength,” the
EFC seems like an arbitrary number. If
you have the courage to use a worksheet provided by the federal government to see how your EFC is calculated, prepare to be baffled with what
looks like more arbitrary numbers and
a set of forms even less comprehensible than an insurance policy, a credit
card policy, a mortgage or basically any
bill that has gone through Congress in
living memory.
The website of President Barack
Obama’s White House states that
Obama has “set a new goal for the
country: that by 2020, America would
once again have the highest proportion
of college graduates in the world.” That
site offers four general ideas to improve
access to higher education: Help
middle class families afford college,
keep costs down, strengthen community colleges, and improve transparency and accountability.
Simplifying the paperwork associated with getting financial aid would
probably help. The current forms are
daunting to say the least, which, as we
have learned from Democrats criticizing the idea that an ID to vote, limits
access on its own.
And if you do manage to pass the
Great Barrier Form, you may find that
your parents make “too much” money
and that your EFC is too high to make
you eligible for grants. In that regard,
the FAFSA — and, therefore, the federal government — presume a familial
relationship in which parents substantially contribute to their children’s college education. With high debts of their
own in a slow economy, however, that
presumption threatens the creation of
a cyclical problem.
Expecting the current college age
cohort’s parents to pay for much of
their costs of attendance at college,
when those parents cannot, means
that students are only eligible for more
loans. In a few decades, then, today’s
college students will be parents who
are unable to pay for their children’s
education because they still have loans
of their own.
At the end of the day, students must
overturn every possible rock for potential scholarships. If the federal government is going to do anything to make
college more affordable and accessible,
perhaps the FAFSA should be simplified, the EFC made less arbitrary, and
a nationwide index of scholarships put
together.
Uncle Sam taxes everyone, provides health insurance to millions of
Americans and takes a census every
10 years. Making a list of all the college
scholarships offered in the United
States can’t be that hard.
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Fiscal cliff
forces
repairs
Courtesy photo
Congress has procrastinated on decisions regarding the fiscal cliff, putting off the final date to act until March 1. Daily columnist Michael
Belding argues members of Congress have failed to put our fiscal house in order, despite being elected to solve such problems.

A

verting the sequestration that looms
like an iceberg dead ahead of the
United States’ ship of state should be
Congress’ next priority.
The Congressional deal that averted our
going off the “fiscal cliff” at the beginning of the
year did not, unfortunately, solve the problems of pending spending cuts and revenue
shortfalls. The bill merely forestalled the
date by which Congress must act to prevent
government spending cuts that economic
analysts and the White House said “would have
a devastating impact on important defense and
nondefense programs.” Now the spending cuts
begin March 1.
This situation requires action. Anything is
preferable to nothing.
Procrastination is one of the great ills of
society. Ask any student, and he or she probably will tell you that parents and teachers have
admonished him since a young age against
doing tomorrow what could be done today.
There are a few legitimate reasons for
procrastination. The innumerable tasks before
us require some prioritization; it would be
improper of us to consider and resolve a small
annoyance before dealing with a problem that
threatens our way of life. By nearly all accounts
failing to stop the sequestration of federal
spending presents the latter kind of task. It is
the lesser, not the greater, problems that should
be procrastinated or put off — and we should do
so for the sake of addressing the larger ones.
There is a word for failing to address until
the latest possible moments such a “fiscal cliff”
as we face: lazy. The members of Congress, if
they failed to do something to put our fiscal

By Michael.Belding
@iowastatedaily.com
house in order, would be, in the words of a wise,
sage man, “a bunch of bums.”
Inaction in this situation would be the
opposite of productivity, industry, ambition
and health. It contaminates public life with
the feeling that the members of Congress can
enact laws (as the Constitution says) “in order
to form a more perfect union, establish justice,
insure domestic tranquility, provide for the
common defense, promote the general welfare,
and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves
and our posterity,” as it suits them, not the
people for whom those laws are to be made.
American citizens should not find themselves almost universally saying the same
words sung by a character from the musical
“Les Miserables”: “Where are the leaders of
the land? / Where are the swells who run this
show?”
In the absence of an established church, in
the absence of a nobility that holds certain legal
privileges and exists in a feudal relationship
with inferiors and superiors, in the absence of
any social role models apart from those that
a person willfully adopts, the leaders of the
United States are its politicians, especially
the president and members of Congress. The

only kind of social distinction that we all must
recognize is the holding of public office. Every
other kind of esteem or high regard that a person can receive from others is the choice of the
giver. But everyone — even the people who did
not vote for a victorious candidate — must admit that office holders are in some way special.
So why do they think they can get away
with doing nothing? Even the most partisan
of congressional districts — Republican and
Democrat alike — elected their representatives to office so that they could do work. And
yet, although members of Congress obviously
postpone their confrontations with the biggest
challenges the United States faces, we continue
to pay their salaries and benefits.
In a reversal of a speech made by Winston
Churchill — that “Never in the field of conflict
was so much owed by so many to so few” —
never have so few owed so much to so many.
As we gaze upon a tradition of heinous
adherence to party rather than truly public service, all that we can do is hope that they rise to
the occasion made for them by taking the oath
of office: “I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that
I will support and defend the Constitution of
the United States against all enemies, foreign
and domestic; that I will bear true faith and
allegiance to the same; that I take this obligation freely, without any mental reservation
or purpose of evasion; and that I will well and
faithfully discharge the duties of the office on
which I am about to enter: So help me God.”

Michael Belding is a graduate student in
history from Story City, Iowa.

Social media

Facebook’s bringing sexy app

E

ver wonder if that “poke”
you got from a friend on
Facebook was really more
of an invitation for sex rather than
a friendly “hello?”
Well, now you can get around
the awkward wondering with a
new app that notifies other friends
if the two of you want to “bang.”
Here is the breakdown: A
person installs the “Bang With
Friends” app. That person clicks
any friends they might want to
sleep with. The friends they might
want to sleep with will only be
notified of the desire should that
same friend also have clicked the
desire to sleep with that person.
The Long and the short are
that people don’t have to worry
about if the other person is going to feel awkward about their
advances.
Yes, the app goes against many
religious teachings and some
more traditional outlooks toward
relationships and fornication, but
those folks that dislike it won’t
know about what does or does not
go on as they will never be notified
due to the way the program is set
up.
As of now, the app appears to
be more centered around men and
their desire to get down, which
makes sense given men tend
to be a bit more talkative about
constant sexual desire. As the app
matures, maybe it will come to
encompass homosexuality and
alter its marketing to target more
than the Y chromosome or just
heterosexuals.
There is also the possibility for
someone to just click all of their
friends as would-be partners just
General information:
The Iowa State Daily is an
independent student newspaper
established in 1890 and written,
edited, and sold by students

By Gabriel.Stoffa
@iowastatedaily.com
to see who is going to click them
for some intimate times without
actually having any intention of
following through with it.
That could result in some serious embarrassment for those using the app. However, why would
people want to have a friend who
was enough of a jerk to do something of that sort? Maybe this app
will finally help people to stop accepting every random person they
meet as a “friend.”
Complaints about the death
of personal communication will
be fully stirred by this new way
to circumvent actual in-real-life
getting-to-know-you conversation. Those fears will be around
as long as technology and the
Internet continue to offer people
new means to do things. So cast
them aside. It isn’t as if t
his is any worse than spending hours in a bar trying to get
enough liquid and regular courage
together to hit on, with the likely
intent of sleeping with, that certain someone.
It could be said the app is
hardly different from dating sites
currently available, and those
people would be right. Really, all
the app does is cut out some of the
time people might spend cruising
the “one night stand” preferences
but with one big difference; The
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Courtesy photo
A new Facebook app allows users to hook up without awkward
encounters, hoping to make them less shy about their sexual desires.

app cuts out most of the creepy
folks that someone looking just for
a hookup is bombarded by.
Yes, this app is likely going to
be a headache for some women as
they discover that almost every
male friend they have wants to get
in their pants, but a little honesty
can go a long way.
Who knows, the app could
finally begin to show some men
out there that women are sexual
creatures the same as men when
guys realize the girls they are into
had to be in the same mind set for
the app to function. “By your powers combined, we are sexuality!”
Use of the app doesn’t even
have to be for sex; it could just
be so people know the attraction
is there and, therefore, get the
ball rolling for a date. Or it could
eliminate the wonder of if a date
should end with a nice handshake
or a trip to the bedroom.
$62, annually, for the general public.
The Iowa State Daily is published
Monday through Friday during the
nine-month academic year, except
for university holidays, scheduled
breaks and the finals week.
Summer sessions:
The Iowa State Daily is published
as a semiweekly on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, except during finals
week.

Maybe, just maybe, the app
will allow some friends who never
would otherwise have gotten up
the nerve to express their healthy
sexual desires to jump into the
sack.
Just having that release
granted from sexual activity, or
merely knowing that they are desired, could be a huge moral boost
to a lot of people.
Obviously, this app isn’t for
everyone, but for those who enjoy
sex as a fun and health activity, it
is something to look into.
In the immortal words of
Rodney Dangerfield in his first
film appearance, “Caddyshack:”
“Hey everybody, we’re all gonna
get laid!”

Gabriel Stoffa is a graduate
student in political science from
Ottumwa, Iowa.
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Gymnastics

Online:

Cyclone gymnasts deal with
concussions
Increased injuries
cause concern at ISU

FOLLOW ISD SPORTS
ON TWITTER
twitter.com/isdsports

Men’s Bball:

AP Top 25
1. Indiana (58) 20-2
2. Florida (7) 18-2
3. Michigan 20-2
4. Duke 19-2
5. Kansas 19-2
6. Gonzaga 21-2
7. Arizona 19-2
8. Miami (Fla.) 17-3
9. Syracuse 18-3
10. Ohio State 17-4
11. Louisville 18-4
12. Michigan State 18-4
13. Kansas State 17-4
14. Butler 18-4
15. New Mexico 19-3
16. Creighton 20-3
17. Cincinnati 18-4
18. Minnesota 17-5
19. Oregon 18-4
20. Georgetown 16-4
21. Missouri 16-5
22. Oklahoma State 15-5
23. Pittsburgh 18-5
24. Marquette 15-5
25. Notre Dame 18-4

Women’s Bball:

AP Top 25
1. Baylor (37) 20-1
2. Notre Dame 20-1
3. UConn (3) 20-1
4. Stanford 20-2
5. Duke 20-1
6. California 19-2
7. Maryland 18-3
8. Penn State 17-3
9. Georgia 19-3
10. Kentucky 19-3
11. Louisville 19-4
12. Tennessee 17-5
13. Purdue 18-3
14. Texas A&M 17-5
15. South Carolina 19-3
16. North Carolina 20-3
17. UCLA 17-4
18. Dayton 19-1
19. Florida State 18-4
20. Delaware 18-3
21. Colorado 15-5
22. Oklahoma State 15-5
23. Oklahoma 16-5
24. Syracuse 18-3
25. Iowa State 15-5

By Maddy.Arnold
@iowastatedaily.com
The ISU gymnastics team has
been hurting this season: Three
contributing gymnasts have all
missed time because of concussion symptoms.
The NFL and college football
have recently raised awareness
about concussions and their effects, but concussions are not limited to contact sports.
“I think college sports and professional sports over the past year
or two have paid a lot of attention
to [concussions],” said ISU gymnastics coach Jay Ronayne. “I
think we are a lot more educated
now, so we look for it now.”
Caitlin
Brown,
Kristen
DeCosta and Hailey Johnson have
all been suffering from concussion-like symptoms this season,
causing each of them to miss significant action thus far.
“It was hard because we don’t
have a lot of depth on every event,”
said freshman Sara Townsend,
one of the missing three. “So there
is more pressure on every person
to hit their routines.”
According to a published report
by USA Gymnastics, concussions
are “a head injury with a temporary disruption of brain function.”
In gymnastics, concussions can
result in two ways.
One of those ways a concussion can occur is from direct impact — a gymnast hitting his or her
head during a fall. A concussion
can also be sustained from indirect
impact — a gymnast “landing hard
enough on her feet resulting in a
shaking or movement of her brain

inside her skull,” according to the
report.
The latter of those two ways
can make it particularly difficult
for athletes and coaches to detect
a concussion. Signs and symptoms
are not always obvious after a gymnast sustains a concussion.
“The symptoms aren’t always
overt,” Ronayne said. “They are
not always right there in front of
you going ‘Yup, she is a little loopy
right now.’ You don’t know it, [but]
we’re looking for it.”
Some of the symptoms that
coaches and trainers look for in
an athlete are obvious. An athlete
with a concussion can suffer from
common symptoms such as headaches, nausea and fatigue.
However, one symptom can be
particularly devastating: The loss
of balance, which is an essential
part of gymnastics.
“With gymnastics, we work
really hard with the balance activities,” said Jessica Drenth, ISU
graduate assistant athletic trainer.
“The trampoline is really important. [We] start to stimulate some
of the activities they do daily.”
Without detection and proper
treatment, concussions can become dangerous for an athlete.
According to USA Gymnastics, if
athletes are not diagnosed or fully
recovered before returning to a
sport, they are at risk for secondimpact syndrome.
Second-impact syndrome can
occur after an athlete receives a
second concussion before the first
is fully healed. This causes swelling and pressure in the brain that
can lead to a coma or death.
The best way for an athlete to
avoid further injury or, in some
cases, death is awareness.
“One of the big things we are

ISU concussion
recovery plan
Stage one: (target heart rate: 30-40 percent of maximal exertion)
Nonimpact exercises
Light aerobic conditioning
Light stretching

Stage two: (40-60 percent of maximal
exertion)
Moderate aerobic conditioning
Balancing activities

Stage three: (60 percent of maximal
exertion)
Resistance weight training
Active stretching
Agility drills

Stage four: (80 percent of maximal
exertion)
Impact activities
Aggressive strength exercises

Stage five: (100 percent of maximal
exertion)
Aggressive conditioning
Sport-specific activities

CONCUSSIONS.p8 >>

Photo: Jessica Langr/ Iowa State Daily
Sara Townsend, freshman in kinesiology and health,
performs on the beam on Jan. 13 at Beyer Hall. ISU gymnasts
have recently seen an increase in injuries on the team. Awareness for
concussion injuries from noncontact sports is a concern for the team.

Men’s basketball

Barrage of 3-pointers leads to Cyclone win
By Dean.Berhow-Goll
@iowastatedaily.com

By the numbers:
993
Career points for senior center
Anna Prins

44
First-half points for the men’s
basketball team vs. Oklahoma

16-of-18
Free-throw ratio for the men’s
basketball team vs. Oklahoma

Jan. 11, 2012
Men’s basketball team’s last loss at
Hilton (76-69 to Missouri).

0:08
Time for Kyven Gadson’s matchwinning takedown Sunday

Sports Jargon:

Charity stripe
SPORT:
Basketball
DEFINITION:
Another name for the freethrow line.
USE:
The women’s basketball
team is shooting 78 percent
from the charity stripe this
season.

In a game with two teams
in a tight race for third place
in the Big 12, Iowa State ran
past Oklahoma on Monday
night.
The Cyclones (16-6, 6-3
Big 12) went 8-of-16 from
the 3-point line in the first
half — after starting 0-of-13
against Baylor the previous
game — in the 83-64 win
against Oklahoma (14-7, 5-4)
that stretched their Hilton
Coliseum winning streak to
20 games.
“I’m really proud of these
guys for the way they approached,” said ISU coach
Fred Hoiberg. “You really
have to be on your toes. And
for us to put in the game plan
in one and a half days and
for the guys to go out and execute it the way that we did, I
thought it was outstanding.”
Iowa State now sits
solely in third place in the
Big 12. The team sits behind

Kansas and Kansas State and
are a half-game in front of
Oklahoma State.
After taking nearly 23
minutes of playing time to
make the first 3-pointer of
the game against Baylor, it
only took merely 3:37 for
Melvin Ejim to break the seal
against Oklahoma.
Then it was Georges
Niang. Then Will Clyburn
hit one. Then Lucious made
another. And Tyrus McGee
hit two in a row, followed by
a Chris Babb 3-pointer to
cap off a 23-12 run, all coming on 3-pointers aside from
a lone Percy Gibson baseline
jumper.
“That’s the way we can
play,” said Chris Babb, who
added four 3-pointers on the
night. “When we keep that
ball moving, we get stops, we
get rebounds, we get out in
transition and we get easy
shots. I think we did a great
job today making the extra
pass, making sure everybody

3-POINTERS.p8 >>

Clyburn gets
Big 12 ROW
secondstraight time

Photo: Suhaib Tawil/Iowa State Daily
Senior Will Clyburn pushes through Oklahoma’s defense to
make the play to dunk the ball in the 83-64 victory Monday
at Hilton Coliseum. Clyburn led Iowa State with 19 points.

For the second straight week,
Iowa State’s Will Clyburn
has been named the Big
12 Rookie of the Week, the
league announced Monday
morning.
The Detroit native averaged 21 points and seven
rebounds during the week.
Against Baylor on Saturday,
Clyburn scored a seasonhigh 28 points, shooting
50 percent from the floor
and making 11-of-12 free
throws. He also brought in
10 rebounds on the night to
tally his sixth double-double
of the season.
On Jan. 30, Clyburn scored
14 points in a 78-76 loss. He
grabbed four rebounds and
came up with two steals.
This is Clyburn’s third time
winning the Rookie of the
Week this season, while
Georges Niang has won it
once.

Women’s basketball

Cyclones find new gear for season in February
By Stephen.Koenigsfeld
@iowastatedaily.com
As the women’s basketball team
turns the corner past the halfway
point of the season into February,
the team and ISU coach Bill Fennelly
have left behind January’s mindset.
Iowa State is 1-1 in its past two
games in which it faced road opponents. A victory at West Virginia and
an overtime loss against Kansas are
what Iowa State left behind, mentally
and on the calendar.
“We talked to our team when
January was over. We flip the calen-

dar; we get to February, and it was
ironically the midpoint of the conference season,” Fennelly said. “This is
when the special players, the special
teams... find another gear.”
Fennelly said this was important
if his team was going to be one of
those “special teams” to find special
players now while some teams are
tired from the “rigors” of the conference season so far.
“Find another gear; find another
level; find another way to commit
even more to do things,” Fennelly
said. “If you don’t do that on a nightly
basis, bad things are going to happen.”

Just when statistics are showing
one Cyclone playing the best of her
game, another seems to highlight the
page even more for the Cyclones (155, 6-4 Big 12).
Junior Hallie Christofferson has
gained some spotlight attention with
high numbers in points, rebounds and
percentages in the past five games.
“We’re a team where the numbers
show there’s a balance,” Fennelly
said. “Hallie’s obviously having overall the numbers speak for themselves.
But, it’s kind of been one of those situations where someone has contributed on a given night.”

Christofferson has led Iowa State
in free-throw shooting with 86 percent this year. In her most recent five
games, she is a perfect 16-of-16 from
the charity stripe.
Senior Anna Prins is approaching
a career milestone of her own. Prins
is sitting seven points from becoming
only the 24th Cyclones ever to reach
1,000 points.
“To put your name on that list,
that’s a pretty good list to be on,”
Fennelly said. “And the people —
that’s a who’s who of quality athletes
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Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649

•Windows
•Deep Cleaning

•Rentals
•Sorority
& Fraternity

References • Insured & Bonded • 25 Years Experience • Gift Cards Available

• Deep tissue
• Swedish massage
• Energy work
• Chronic problems

Earn $1000-$3200 a month to
drive our new cars with ads. www.
DriveCarJobs.com

RE

UR

YO

SUBLEASE
YOUR PLACE?

Put an ad in our
Classifieds & GET RESULTS!
Call 294-4123 Today!
or iowastatedaily.com

“Crop Scouting”

• RECYCLE

D A I LY

Gain practical hands on knowledge in Agriculture
Work Outdoors • Vehicle Provided

•

REE
A T

HELP

6801 Ely Road SW
Cedar Rapids, IA 52404
319-560-8075
800-727-2688

CYC
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at 515-243-8137
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VE
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Des Moines Better
Business Bureau

NEED TO

Eastern Iowa
Summer Internship
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Before investing any money,
please contact the

•

YO

Closely examine any
offer of a
job opportunity or
service that sounds too
good to be true;
chances are it is.

A

AV E A T R E
LP S
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Subleaser needed IMMEDIATELY.
1-bedroom apartment February through
end of July. $530/month plus electric/
gas.Westward Apartments managed by
RESGI. Call Jennifer 224.383.5347.

LE

Recommends
ALL ITS READERS

Y
IL

HE

•

Sorority Seeking Cook Iowa State Sorority
is seeking a new cook for 62-120 chapter
members. Duties include cooking, meal
planning, budgeting and overseeing
smooth operation of kitchen and waiters.
Salary dependent on experience. For
more information call Jami at (515)
554-8642.

C

All real estate advertising in this
newspaper is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as
amended which makes it illegal to
advertise “any preference,
limitation or discrimination based on
race, color, religion, sex,
handicap, family status or
national origin, or an
intention to make any such
preference, limitation or
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly
accept any advertisement for real
estate which is a violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby informed
that all dwellings
advertised in this newspaper are
available on an equal opportunity
basis. To complain of
discrimination, call HUD toll free at
1-800-424-8590.

D

The

HUD
Publisher’s
Notice

Ballard Schools. Immediate need: Head
girls' soccer coach (2013) Assistant soccer
coach (2013)For 2013-2014 head volleyball coach Gr. 9 volleyball coach. Go to
www.ballard.k12.ia.us for appl. EOE

Ames' Most Experienced Massage Therapist

•

208 5th Street
232-9474 or 1-800-705-6667
By Appt Only
“All work done by the body's needs.”
New clients always welcome.

Full body or specific area

RE

IA Lic # 00477

•

Mary Dengler, RMT,

Massage Types

SWEDISH! Need a translator from Swedish
to English. Old person making Swedish
contact. Contact Bob or Sharon Jensen
515-733-4262 REWARD!

EE

Therapeutic Massage

Bartender needed evenings and weekends.
Apply at the American Legion, Ames, 225
Main Street.

R

•Residential Cleaning
•Getting Your Home
Ready For the Market

PIANO PLAYERS WANTED Growing traditional music style church needing more
volunteer piano players. If your talents are
going unused, consider the music ministry
of Heartland Baptist Church in Ames, IA.
Call 515-268-1721, ask for Pastor Abell.

Contact: bradb@crop-tech.com
Eastern Iowa Precision
Farming Specialist

Stylish studio-5 bedroom floor plans • Fitness and Tanning center
• Convenient by the bed leases • Private washer and dryer
• Pet friendly • Garages available • Hardwood floors and fireplace
• Enormous private balconies and patios

416 Billy Sunday Rd #150 | 887.288.5810
www.SouthDuffatISU.com

Campustown Living
Real Estate
Service

Now Renting For Fall!

Group

Close to campus, units going fast! Call now!!

Campustown Locations
• Wide variety of floor plans
• FREE Mediacom cable/high
speed internet
• Access to private fitness center
• Prime locations

Check Us Out At:

www.resgi.com

Email: info@
resgi.com

F P M FIRST PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Managing

Stop in to find out about
our new properties!

2519 Chamberlain
268.5485 • 290.8462

500+ Units

515.292.5020 | www.fpmofames.com

A Step Above the Rest!

NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2012
1 Bedroom Units Remaining
205 Beach (Beach View)

1-4 BR
Available

210 Gray (Sunset View)

Indoor
Pool

Fitness
Center

Garage
Parking

Efficiencies 1, 2, & 3 BR
Available
www.universitytowersames.com
111 Lynn Ave #101 • 515-292-2236

• ONLY pay electric & water • Washer & Dryer in unit
• Direct TV Choice Package • Heated Garage Parking
• High Speed Internet
Included
• LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION

FIRST PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
292-5020

www.fpmofames.com

info@fpmofames.com
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watch for our
Your guide to planning the perfect Valentine’s Day

Fun & Games

ON STANDS
FEBRUARY 7th

Crossword

Unplug, decompress and relax ...

Fun Facts
The Margherita pizza was named for Margherita of Savoy, Queen
consort of Italy from 1878-1900, during the reign of her husband, King
Umberto I.
The bald eagle became America’s national symbol when it was placed
on the great seal in 1782. One member of Congress who did not support
the bald eagle selection was Benjamin Franklin. He thought the
Continental Congress should have selected a more uniquely American
bird. His choice was the turkey.
Grant Wood, famous for his painting American Gothic, won a Crayola
crayon coloring contest as a child, which helped perpetuate his interest
in art.
Printing the phrase “In God We Trust” on U.S. currency was a mandate
handed down by Abraham Lincoln’s Treasury Secretary Salmon Chase.
During his presidency, Theodore Roosevelt attempted to remove
the slogan because he, as a devout Christian, felt that putting God on
money was a sacrilege.
Theodore Roosevelt was once shot at during a campaign rally in
Wisconsin. The bullet penetrated his glasses case and a manuscript,
just missing his right lung. Being an expert hunter he decided to stay
and give his speech since he wasn’t coughing up blood. His speech
lasted nearly an hour.

Across
1 6-Across, for one
6 Friday portrayer
10 Flag down __
14 Totally lose it
15 Modest reply to a compliment
16 Sported
17 Zimbalist Jr. of “77 Sunset
Strip”
18 Playwright Akins and Tony
winner Caldwell
19 Et __: and others
20 Repeatedly, in poems
21 The first Mrs. Trump
23 Reaction to a pun, perhaps
24 Driver with a permit
26 *Monopoly cards
28 Snickered at
29 Start of a confession to a priest
32 Ed.’s workload
33 *Warty leaper
34 “You’ve got mail” Internet giant
35 Recedes to the sea
38 “Oedipus __”
39 Beggar’s request

40 Spanish aunt
41 *Robin’s egg color
43 Cookie container
45 Concur about
47 Mary’s little follower
51 *Scrub
52 Latvia neighbor
53 Sonic bursts
55 Make joyful
57 Cold War initials
58 Prefix with Chinese
59 Silly smile, maybe
60 Inline roller
62 Sly glance
63 __ platter: Chinese menu
choice
64 Tuckers (out)
65 Use intense light on
66 Laundry challenge
67 Begin

3 Fish-and-chips sauce
4 Reveal, in verse
5 Helps remember
6 *Oz ruler
7 School for English princes
8 Place for pumpernickel
9 Fly-__: air passes
10 Military medals, e.g.
11 Really huge
12 “Carmen” highlight
13 *See 2-Down
22 Victory signs
23 Turned right
25 Canyon perimeters
27 Portuguese “she”
30 *Pop’s partner
31 2012 British Open winner Ernie
33 Peg on the links
35 Terminal expectation: Abbr.
36 *Tom Hanks film
37 Lines on labels
38 Second-place finisher
39 Folk singer Guthrie
41 Swarming stingers
42 Mauna __
43 Kid around
44 Swears to
46 “Get Shorty” author Leonard
47 *Piece of packing material
48 Michael who played Cochise
49 Title associated with the 11
starred answers
50 Most meager
53 *Bird’s beak
54 Fit for military duty
56 Fat removal, briefly
59 Navig. aid
61 Christopher Carson, famously
Monday’s solution

Down
1 From long ago
2 *With 13-Down, roasted
aromatic seed

Watch for our Career Guide on stands February 11!

Sudoku by the Mepham Group

Horoscope by Linda C. Black
Today’s Birthday
(02.05.13)
Social fun and partnership
thrive for the first half of 2013.
Consider family when making
career decisions with longlasting implications. Keep
delivering on your promises,
especially around finances.
An exciting career opportunity
arises this summer, and the
spotlight is yours.
To get the advantage, check
the day’s rating: 10 is the
easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.
Aries
(March 21-April 19)
Today is a 9 -- You’ll get
great insights from your
dreams. Use them to plan
your direction, and anticipate
some resistance. Expand your
creativity with wild practicality.

Monday’s Solution

LEVEL: 1 2 3 4
Complete the grid so each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every
digit, 1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve
Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk
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GoodNeighbors
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Friends
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•Fulltime
timeprofessional
professional
management
managementstaﬀ
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•Free
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HEAT,TV
TV&&
INTERNET
INTERNETSERVICE
SERVICE
•Free
•Freeon-line
on-linepayment
paymentservice
service
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•1,100+Apartments
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NumerousLocations
Locations
throughout
throughoutAmes
Ames
•Most
•Mostproperties
properties
“Owner”
“Owner”managed
managed

515.233.4440
515.233.4440

Hunziker.com
Hunziker.com

Taurus
(April 20-May 20)
Today is a 7 -- Friends offer
good advice. Also, you may find
a way to earn more without
increasing work. Make sure
you know what’s required.
Gemini
(May 21-June 20)
Today is an 8 -- Intuition
inspires your work. Check
out new career options. Don’t
overlook anybody to avoid
jealousies. Join a good team.
Travel’s good, too.

Cancer
(June 21-July 22)
Today is an 8 -- Allow others
independence, as you free
your own imagination. Your
thoughts wander a lot these
days. You may choose different
tactics than planned. Take
advantage of the moment.
Leo
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 -- Maintain your
finances with savings. A task
that strengthens your home
strengthens you. Evaluate
resources. You can borrow or
barter for what’s needed.
Virgo
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is an 8 -- Go with a
creative leader. Your partner
has a lot to say. Don’t believe
everything you learn ... they’re
just “guidelines.” Offer
encouragement. Controversy
arises.
Libra
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is a 9 -- Shop very
carefully now. Develop
necessary processes before
proceeding with projects.
Listening works well over the
next month. Increase your
comfort by clearing clutter.
Scorpio
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 9 -- Don’t behave
is if you’re made of money,

even if you are. For about
three weeks, you really
understand people. Conscious
and subconscious alignment
occurs. Listen to intuition.
Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 9 -- You can afford
it; set your sights high. You’ll
have a strong nesting instinct;
clean, sort and organize.
Discuss core goals with family
members.
Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 -- Friends and
lovers may compete for
attention. Look at it from
another perspective. Your
curiosity is aroused. Surprise
each other. Plan, and provide
motivation.
Aquarius
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is an 8 -- Do the job
yourself, or make more money
doing something else and hire
somebody. Just get it done.
Find what you need nearby.
You have what others want.
Pisces
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 9 -- You’re
exceptionally perceptive for the
next few weeks. You inspire
others, and they tell you so.
Speak out, and voice your point
of view. Love flows abundantly.
Send invoices.
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doing in prevention is trying to educate our athletes and our coaches
on what a concussion is, how important it is to stop activity and report that concussion,” Drenth said.
Although three ISU gymnasts
have suffered from concussionlike symptoms this season, concussions are not too common in
the sport of gymnastics.
“It’s a rarity to see a lot of concussions on a team,” Drenth said.
“It’s just more of a fluke thing. In
gymnastics itself does not normally have any more or less concussions than any other sport out
there.
“It’s just something that
happens.”
Since all three of the gymnasts
have been injured, Iowa State finished last in a four-team meet in
Minnesota on Jan. 26. The gymnasts’ return is still unknown, but
the team is hopeful it will come in
the next few weeks.
“[We] are hopeful for about two
weeks from now,” Ronayne said.
“Our team is figuring out a way to
do the very best that they can with
whatever is thrown at them.”

was getting shots.”
Fresh off of his second-straight
Big 12 Rookie of the Week award,
Will Clyburn led Iowa State with
19 points on only 7-of-10 shooting,
including a tomahawk over Amath
M’Baye in the second half.
“It hurt,” Clyburn joked. “I’m
getting old, my knees can’t take it.”
Hoiberg called this the most
complete game he’s seen his team
play. Contributions from each team
member and each role player executing his role were key to a nearly
20-point win.
Babb chased Steven Pledger
around the court, forcing him into
only going 2-of-9 from the field.
Babb also went 4-of-6 from the field
while adding four rebounds, two assists and a steal.
Korie Lucious continued his
role running the show, dishing out
eight assists, including an alley-oop
and a no-look pass through three
defenders to Ejim for a layup under
the basket.
“Korie, even though he only
made two shots, he was the quarterback out there,” Hoiberg said. “I’ve
been really pleased with Korie.”

at Iowa State. And, if you’re on that list,
I think that’s pretty good, and it’ll be an
exciting moment for her.”
Prins and company will travel to
Texas on Wednesday night for their
third road game in just four games.
“The more road wins we can get, the
better,” Prins said. “Just trying to seal
the deal with the ones and home and
trying to get those extra road wins always helps.”
Iowa State is nearly perfect at
home, 12-1 with its only loss being to
No. 1 Baylor. On the road, however, the
Cyclones are 3-4.
Prins said going to playing the
Longhorns on the road will be tough because of how well they have been playing. Despite a nine-game losing streak,
Texas has bounced back to back-to-back
victories both on the road and at home.
Freshman Kidd Blaskowsky said
even though this is only her first year at
Iowa State, she’s learned a lot that will
help propel her through the rest of the
season.
“Having faith in your coaches and
in your teammates is very important,”
Blaskowsky said. “To know that when
we’re out there playing, everybody has
each others’ backs.”

She’s the one.

File photo: Suhaib Tawil/Iowa State Daily
Anna Prins attempts to pass the players from Baylor during the 66-51
loss on Jan. 23 at Hilton Coliseum. Prins finished the game making six
shots of her 15 tries and attributing to the team’s total with 17 points.

Fennelly’s season outlook
When asked Monday at a news
conference where he thought
his team stands halfway through
the Big 12 season, ISU coach Bill
Fennelly said it’s a tossup each
night.
“Depending on the matchups, I
really believe we could finish...
second, and I think we could finish

eighth. I really do. There’s a lot of
teams, Kansas [and] Oklahoma
State, that are all in the same boat.
Oklahoma and West Virginia are
going to move up a little or stay
up there in the top four. Just the
way the schedule looks to me.
That’s just looking at it today.”
- Bill Fennelly on the Big 12.
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ANYONE CAN BE A LIFESAVER AT BIOLIFE.
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